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ABSTRACT
In present work, the thermodynamic
modelling of the Hafnium-Palladium
binary system have been constructed
using the CALPHAD (CALculation of
PHAse Diagram) approach.
The solid solution phases: bodycentered cubic (βHf), hexagonal closepacked (αHf), and face-centered cubic
(Pd) are described by the solution
model
with
the
Redlich–Kister
polynomial.
A good fit between experimental data
and calculated result for liquid phase
was achieved by solution modeling with
Hf, Pd and a HfPd3 associate, in
particular.
Both compounds HfPd2 and Hf2Pd
possessing a tetragonal MoSi2-type
structure were treated as one phase
with the formula HfPd(Hf,Pd) by a
three-sublattice model with Pd on the
first sublattice, Hf on the second, and
Pd and Hf on the third one, respectively.
The Gibbs energy contribution of
ordering phase BCC_B2 and D024 to
disordering BCC_A2 and HCP_A3 were
calculated using three-sublattice model
and
(Hf,Pd)0.5(Hf,Pd)0.5(Va)0.5
(Hf,Pd)0.75(Hf,Pd)0.25(Va)0.5, respectively.
The homogeneity range of non-linear
compound Hf2Pd3 was well modelled by
a two-sublattice model in terms of
(Hf,Pd)0.75(Hf,Pd)0.25.
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INTRODUCTION
Phase diagrams are the maps for materials and
process development. Traditionally, they have been
determined purely by experimental approach that is
costly, meticulous, and time-consuming. In principle,
they can be determined experimentally, but the time
required to do so can be significantly longer. This is
where the computer simulation and the Calphad (an
acronym for CALculation of PHAse Diagrams)
method comes in and plays an important role (see
Fig. 1). The Calphad method is based on the
description of the Gibbs energies of the different
phases present in a system. These are evaluated in
simple systems by least-square fitting of model
parameters in order to describe as well as possible
the available experimental data (phase diagram and
thermodynamic data) on a given system. One of the
merits of the technique is its ability to describe
metastable equilibrium since the phases are most
often described out of their temperature and
composition stability ranges [1].
Our purpose is to optimize the thermodynamic
description of the Hf-Pd system using both,
thermodynamics and phase diagram data and to
calculate the phase diagram.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
Both compounds HfPd2 and Hf2Pd were treated as one
phase with HfPd(Hf,Pd). The Gibbs energy contribution
of ordering phase BCC_B2 and D024 to disordering
BCC_A2 and HCP_A3 were calculated using
(Hf,Pd)0.5(Hf,Pd)0.5(Va)0.5 and (Hf,Pd)0.75(Hf,Pd)0.25(Va)0.5,
was
modelled
by
respectively.
Hf2Pd3
(Hf,Pd)0.75(Hf,Pd)0.25. while a solution model has been
used for the description of the (Hf) and (Pd) solid
solutions. Liquid phase was achieved by solution
modeling with Hf, Pd and a HfPd3 associate. The excess
term of the Gibbs energy of the solution phases was
assessed with the Redlich-Kister [2] polynomial
equation. The thermodynamic modeling of Hf-Pd
binary system was carried out with the help of the
CALPHAD method with the help of the PARROT
module of the Thermo-Calc software developed by
Jansson [3] and Sundman et al. [4]. The program works
by minimizing an error sum where each of the
selected values is given a certain weight. The weight is
chosen by personal judgment and changed by trial and
error during the work until most of the selected
experimental information is reproduced within the
expected uncertainty limits.

LITERATURE DATA

Fig. 2 Hf-Pd phase diagram modified according to newly
acquired data by [8].
The calculated phase diagram shown in Fig. 3 is very
similar to the experimental one shown in Fig. 2.

In 1972, for the first time, [5] investigated the entire
Hf-Pd phase diagram in 600 to 2300 °C. They used
(DTA) and (XRD). In 1995, [6] revised and reviewed [5].
A thermodynamic study by [7] contradicted some of
the previous results. Most recently by using high-T
neutron Rietveld refinement and melting point
measurements, [8] presented new measurements in
order to resolve some contradictions and results need
further clarification between [5] and [7]. (DSC) has
been applied by [9] and high-T mixing calorimetry by
[10], both to determine the enthalpy of formation of
HfPd. Selhaoui et al. [7] have used (DSC) to measure
the Hf of intermediate phases. The results are referred
to the stable pure metals in the equilibrium state.

THERMODYNAMIC MODELS

Fig. 1 Diagram illustrating the computer coupling of
phase diagrams and thermochemistry approach.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
THERMODYNAMIC EVALUATION

Experimental information

Pure elements
The Gibbs energy function for the element i (i = Pd,
Hf) in the phase Ф (Ф = body-centered cubic (bcc_A2),
face-centered cubic (fcc_A1) or hexagonal closepacked (hcp_A3)) is described by an equation of the
following form :
In the present work, the Gibbs energy functions are
taken from the SGTE compilation by Dinsdale [11].
Solution phases (fcc_A1, bcc_A2 and hcp_A3)
The Gibbs energy of one mole of formula unit is
expressed as the sum of four terms:
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Fig. 3 Calculated Hf-Pd phase diagram during this work.

CONCLUSIONS
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A set of self-consistent thermodynamic
parameters of the Hafnium-Palladium
binary system was obtained and the
calculated
phase
diagram
and
thermodynamic properties reached a
good agreement with available
experimental data.
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Stoichiometric compounds
The Gibbs energy of the HfpPdq stoichiometric
compounds denoted as is expressed as follows:
p 0
q 0
=
G +
G + ∆GAf B + mag GA B
GA B
p+q A p+q B
0

p q

p q

p q

∆GAf B = a + bT where the parameters a and b were
p q

evaluated in the present work.

Both calculated phase diagram and thermodynamic
properties agree well with those of most relative
experimental data.
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